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Havana, . October 4.—BrigadierThe W. C. T. U. ladies held an inWater Heating from
teresting meeting yesterday afternoon General Funston received telegrams
at the First Baptist church, many en- this morning from all( the members
tertaining subjects being before them. of the disarmament commission, from
Nicholasville, various parts of the island, reporting
from
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state, as following regarding the 't - at all is quiet snd that t',e 1ayins•
state convention being held there by down of arms is progresssing rapidly.
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The commissioners in Santa Clara rethe W: C. T. U.
325
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`!The meeting of the state conven- ported the recovery of a quantity of
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tion of the W. C. T. U. has been well dynamite and electrical apparatus
intended despite the inclement weath- stolen from the Daiquiri Iron comer, and an interesting program ren- pany, an American concern. During
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER
ilered. The morning session was de- the afternoon Gen. Funston will visit
voted to the reading of reports by the Gen. Asbert, the insurgent commandoperintendents of the various depart- er in Havana Province, in the vicinity
ments of the organization. The chief of Guines, and arrange for the disfeature of yesterday afternoon was armament of his forces.
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dress. She spoke entertaingly of the Train oad Arrives at Pinar Del Rio
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work in the European countries, in
'Japan. Canada and the United States.
Havana. October 4.—A dispatch reComparison as to Saloons.
She stated ,among other things, ceived here from Pinar Del Rio City
that there are more saloons in Illin- says the train bearing the revolutionois or New York alone, than in all ists arrived at a late hour last night.
the combined states south of Masons It was met 14 officers of marines and
and Dixon's line. Miss Evelyn De- local authorities. The revolutionists
claret. the bright young daughter of are encamped in the city. They have of American
housekeeping. A furth- GOVERNMENT WILL
Col. and Mrs. T. B. Demare, of Wit- been given rations and are allowed er result is
the
diminishing size of
SUSTAIN COLLECTOR
more. was awarded the diamond med- to circulate frealy. The city is quiet. American
families
collections
contest.
The
the
al in
What is to be done? Something Held in Contempt By
LEAVE FOR CUBA.
State Court For
taken from the state work have thus
must be done, or the individual AmRefusing to Answer Questions
amounted
$340.00.
to about
far
Two Battalions of the Seventeenth erican home will be supplanted by the
Regarding Liquor Licenses.
boarding-house, the apartment hotel
Infantry, U.. S. A.
TWO THIEVES ROBBED JAPand the semi-housekeeping flat.
ANESE MANK AT 'FRISCO
Washington, Oct. 4 —Commissioner
In everything, else except keeping
Atlanta, Ga October 4.—TWo batYerkes,
of the Internal Revenue Buhouse
the
American
people have ap-San Francisco, Oct. 4.—Armed with talions of the Seventeenth- Infantry plied business
reau% said today, relative to the acmethods,
practical
A.,
U.
S.
upwards
orof 700 men, in com-revolvers and pieces of pipe, two robganization and improved machinery. tion of the superior court of Raleign.
bers entered the Japanese Bank at mand of Col. Van Orsdale, left Fott It will have
to be done in house- N. C., of committing Internal RevenMcPherson
this morning for Newport
Kinnon Ginko, also known as the
ue Collector Duncan for contempt for
keeping,
too.
'
Golden Gate bank, at 15138 O'Farrell News, VI, where the army is moliilrefusing to answer questions relative
The
greater
part
of
the
labor
izing
in
to
the
to Cube. Machine guns,
street. at noon today and after probweekly wash 'is the atarching and the to applicatidns for United States govably fatally beating two clerks, es- mules, horses and the regular army ironing.
Yet most things are better ernment liquor licenses, that Mr. Dun
impediments were 'sent with the
aped with $5,000 in gold.
off
unstarched, and the ironing of can will be sustained by the governtroops
bed linen, towels, underclothing and ment in his position, and if he is imlike articles can ise readily dispens- prisoned the United tSates attorney in
VALUE OF DOLLAR WHEN
ed with. While the old-fashioned Raleigt) will immediately take steps
SPENT AT HOME • + *••+ +•4.
wooden tub has been supplanted by to secure hs release on habeas cor•
stationary
HoPlcinsville, Ky.. October 3.—The 4:
•.•
HOUSEKEEPING.
waahstandS, the excellent pus.
ere
, .0 and effective washing machine
Yerkes added that every decisDaily Kentucky New Era of this city •
is not
4
ion 'of the supreme court of the Uns
+
has adopted a most unique and eon- + + + + + +
+ + + found in one home in ten.
ited
States and all Federal courts
-.mincing method of practically demonMachinery does the work in a guar—
Hou-sekeeping has more to do with
strating the value of a dollar, when
ter of the time and' at •one-tenth the'sutuifornaly have sust•ained Internal
Revenue officers for refusing to anspent at home. A silver dollar was happiness than any other daily mat- effort. Yet -women have
an almost swer questions o
fthis kind in regard
fIneor pa)radftd.)
bound about with a metal hand to ter except health. And housekeeping universal distaste to a
mechanical to the business of
their offices.
which was soldered a stout ring. To has a great deal to do with health substitute for hard labor.
this ring were fastened several or- says the New York World.
Every hotel uses dishwashing maLife is made up of a multitude of
dinary shipping tags. One of these
chinery to' minimize the discomforts PRISON THE END
little
things,
not
of
the
things
big
few
tags bore full instructions and • reof what, next to the weekly wash7 is
OF GIRL'S ROMANCE.
epUPEIRIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FIREIGHT,
quested each persons who secured the No one leads a tranquil life who has
111A,CHIN.
the most unpleasant household work.
a
not
well-working
home.
The
man
dollar to sign his name, the date and
WRY
AND
HOUSEHO
Dishwashin
LD
GOODS.
g
May
who
Coleman
aparatus
begins
,his day in a comfortable
Goes to House of Good
is cheap. A
hour and pass it on to someone else
month's waittess's wages would more
Shepherd and Admirer to the
The perrn who had the dollar at to frame of mind accomplishes more, and
in the long rnn earns more. He works than pay for all the appliances, yet
OFFICE 6ECONDAND MOb ROE. BOTH PHONES.
Penitentiary.
o'clock each morning was requested
better. His children 'are healthier. 'how 'few are the homes where dishes
to phone the office, when a reportei
are not laboriously scraped, soaked
Chicago, Oct. 4.—Seventeen-yearwould be sent out to examine the tags He is a more valuable, citizen.
and -wiped off in the old, tedious old May Coleman,. 389 Webster aveFood.
and
cno.king
its
cost
third
a
and an account of the dollar's travels
fashion.
nue, listened with white face yesterwould be published in the fonts of an of the average American income. The
Some thigs are simple and easy .to day tç. the indeterminate penitentiary
laundry,
light,
the
the
hest,
furthe
autobiography in each afternoon's isniture,-the repairs gnd the like items cook and some dishes are difficult. eirtence lot forgery 'imposed by
sue of the paper.
Yet in how many households. does Judge Kersten upon her former
The citizens of the city took a deep of :the household itke a quarter ofthe wife appreciate the difference and sweetheart, Herman Hermis. She
the
average
earnings.
Including
the
iterest in the dollar from the time
it first appeared. During the first rent, the American father devotes reserve the elaborate dishes for spec- then was sent to the House of the
1
ial occasions.
Good Shepherd' to remain until she
week it was out it was hadled by fifty three-fourths of his wages to keep his
The
way
home
to
dispose
going.
of
Often
is
all
the
his
wages
servant
twenty-one
are
.
eight persons or firms, thus repre,
It was the last ctiapter in the illsenting to the town the amount of insufficient and his sons and daught- prdblem is to dispose of servants and
not to have any. Eliminate entirely fated love story that took the seveners
have
to
add
their
contributio
to
ns
fifty-eight dollars in the possession of
the old relation of Mistress and. ser- teen-year-old girl away from
one person. When the week closed the household stock,.
her
vant. Have ennSloytes to .do specific father's house and landed her
Eitery
year
becomes
housekeepi
OPIPICIC Pli•fin 484-a
ng
the autobiography went into detail in
beRESPD'ENC'E PROWS
Apply' the hind the bars of the jail charged with
pointing out the good accomplished more difficult and expensive. To the work at specific times.
by this one dollar and urging the people who can afford to fare their business'-system of the factory and passing forged checks. She was the
chief witness against Hermis.
people to keep their money at home worleclone the servant problem" is a ,the shop to the home..
Hermis was a chauffeur. He won
is far as possible. Several other towns greater and greater terror.
Girls prefer the factory and the
the
affections of the, girl with rides in
have already adopted the
same
store -at half the pay. The profeshis employer's automobile which lie
SOMEONE'S CHILD.
scheme.
sional servants of the intelligence of
:
told her was his own, with elaborate
_
suppers and a lavish display- of
BASK OF FRANCE LOSES GOLD flees prefer employment in large
houses oh hotels, where the many Laura Moore Is Wanted at Farming- money. He pr6mised her marriage,
•••••••••••r-.
ton on Account of Death.
help
make a society of their own. •
THIRD STREPTAI V PADUCAH:rt
Discount Rate May Be' Advanced
and .she left her hOme for him, and 1 30
° Few American women *now how
• Today as a Result.
passed upon .unsaspecting merchants
to keep house when they marry. They
Mr. C. -C. Lee, the paper dealer. the checks he had forged.
Paris, Oct. 4.—It was rumored on have learne a little algebra, French, yesterday received a long distance
Yesterday was the end of it all. As INSURE WITH
the bourse today that the Bank of piano playing and fancy sewing. They, message from Farmington, .Cy., re- the girl saw the man led away to beFrance lost $6,2iso,000 in gold during know a good deal about dress and queifing him to notify Laura moose gin his sentence she said again what
the week and that it may raise its dis- have many society graces. But such to come to that place, as the child of she had cried in anguish over and
matters as the ranges or the way to Mk. West was dead. The FarmingtOn
count rate tomorrow.
over again since her arrest:
make coffee or fry an egg, or how to people knew Mr. Lee and sent him
-`0h, if I had only minded my
An honest man may have a clear launder and such matters of home- the message, but .he cannot locate Mother I".
keeping are beyond their experience anyone by the name of Laura Moore
oonscience, butt he's at to get loneand knowledge.
The city directisiy does not show the
some.
Men who were never disappointed
One result is the increasing failure name.
Ofiko 306 Broadway
in love may live to regret it,

W.T. Milled*
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He and His Brother Have a Large New Stock
at
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C. Lee. 315 Bwav,

Dicke & Black, 516 Bway.

Cyclone Insurance

$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS

Abram L Well & Co.,

Campbell Building.

Both Phones 369

Paducah Transfer Company
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
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J
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GENERAL INSUR.ANCE1
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Mattil Efinger aby Co.
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and for six years past has held a cha;r.
in the Princeton University at a mod:• .7)
salary and by nis contribut ons
erate
It
PUBLISHED BY THE
to the leading periodicals of the
•
;4i
to
support
been
enabled
has
country,
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his family.
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c(Incorporataed.) '
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' We-freely accord to eve..y man h'is
At Register Building, 523 Broadway right to an opinion, and in differing DR. WILLIAM GILBERT PUR771111- lo“
‘f.
CHASED SMITH AND NAGEL
with him we expect the same liberal
ESTABLISHMENT,
JAMES E. WILHELM, President sentiment, but from our casual obTreasurer
JOHN WILHELM,
:,ervation of the incidents and condiROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary ,
-- tions surrounding Mr. Cleveland dur- Purchaser Is an Experienced
DrugEntered at the Postoffice of Paadn- ing his last term, we are formd to the
gist Who Has Been Traveling
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. conclusion that if the deniec:•atic conFor Robinson-Pettit.
gress had accepted his vie s, and co440 operated with him in carrying them
One Year
2.50
Dr. William
the drug
Six Months
into effect, the country would have
1-35
Three Months
drummer, has chiserl a deal ,for the
.10 elected a democratic successor to him Smith & Nagel drug store at Fourth
One Week
and ere this, would have put the re- and Broadway. and takes charge this
Anyone failing to receive this paper publican party out of busines,
morning. Dr. Gilbert is an experregularly should report tne matter to
ienced
druggist of many years' standWith Mr. Cleveland in the senate,
The Register Office at once. Tele
ing, having formerly conducted the
he would at once become the most
phone Cumberland 318.
at
very successful establishment
prominent man in Arneric:... Thous- Twelfth and Broadway, but several
ands of democrats who were once Ois- years ago disposed of it to take a
i•-•-Y*0".
plea td with him, hav siae chanaed traveling position for the Robinson1.P's! i N .4'•••-• L A QZ
4
"
tN-1:. views, and the lb( tisands %%no Pettit Wholesale establishment of
Louisville. He now gives up ihis posilizeit stood Arm in their faith in him
tion with them to re-enter the rtail
N,ould rejoice to see him once more business, and by the deal procures one
Friday, October 5, 1906.
in public life, and especially in the of *the best locations in the entire
senate of the United States, where he city. The sum paid for the establishThe K. of P. Grand Lodge.
could render such v:. ; !able service to ment is private, but it is understood
to be a snug figure.
The Paducah delegation to the
his country at this tirac when the 'The place has been owned for sevgrand lodge of the Knights of Pythias services of rs.al statesmen are sc
eral years by Dr. James Nagel and
are to be congratulated over their vic- s.uch in demand.
Mr. Gus Smith, the latter for years
tory in prevailing upon that body to
the hat drummer. The two gentlemen selling out have not yet anhold its next session in Paducah.
The G Amble -s Death.
their plans for the future.
nounced
for
fight
strong
a
up
put
Winchester
will continue the estabGilbert
Dr.
Some very pointed truths are to be
the honor, and the fact that the East
lishment upon the same high scale
This range has a large white enamern Kentucky knights were at Louis- found in the following comments on it has 'been conducted. in the' past.
eled oven, a hot blast fireback, and
Louisville
the
by
death,
gamblers
a
victory
the
makes
gratifying
more
fuel saving fire box, a nonwraping
MORE CHARGES OF DUPLICITY
more gratifying for the people of the Herald:
top, and many other improvements
"There is always something pathetPurchase city.
not found in ordinary ranges.
Life Spending $50,000
about the professional gambler's New York
'ic
the
that
In order that you may be thoroughElect Administration
The Register predicts
to
Daily
death, suggested by the recent dely convinced of its merits, we will put
Ticket.
state gat r'ing of the Knights of mise of "Al" Adams, of New York.
one in your kitchen for one month
Pythias i this city next year will be Whether the latter died by suicide or
4.—More
free of any charge whatever.
October
York,
New
one of the most enjoyable affairs in by the hand of murder, makes little charges of duplicity were
made
Let us send you one today.
416 the history of the city. The grand difetence as far as the lesson of an against the New York Life Insurance
ill-spent life is concerned. This man
company yesterday by the Internalodge of the state is composed largely
Adams had more than usual ability.
tional Policyholders' committee. Geo
men
young
brightest
the
of marry of
.
Had he devoted his constructi-e talScrugham, manager of the comin the state, quite a number of whom ents to good purpose he had certainmittee, decleared 'that the corn ?any
have never visited this section. The ly been a agent of enduring good ser- wis spending at least $5o,ocio a day
the public. He showed a gen- exlciisive of postage, stationery and
fame of.gPoducah as a hustling busi- VICC to
ambition, system and concenius
for
elect the adness city and a place where hosp:- tration of invaluable worth in every circulars in an effort to
statement
This
ticket.
ministration
tality is dispensed in a most pleasing Lusiness or calling.
hundreds
by
out
brought
he said, was
way, has spread all over Kentucky, "Adams' fortune, running up 'Pio of letters which the company has reand strangers are anxious for the op millions, was made up of pennies ceived from agenjs and policyholders
from the pool. He preyed who are interested in the election sf
portunity to visit our city and see for filched
liberally on the destitute and the trustees representing the premium
themselves the many advantages that starving. He incited to theft and
payers.
have been spoken of to them by those wrong doing.
His success invited
"The letter of Mr. Buckner. %ice who have honored us with their pies. feeble imitators, Fait it was not para- president of the company," saiji Mr
He dies alone, shanned Scrugham, "denying that the funds
ence. The good people of our city lelled.
loathed
and
scorned
of the company were being tissd In
canawell afford to extend a most cor"There is something about tae pro- any way to influence the coming elecdial aiiiiwbearty welcome to the young fessional gambler which ca::demns
tion, is interesting fiction, in view of
fellows—who will be with us a year him to solitariness. His occupation the fact that thousands of agents and
henceiand we doubt not that the local is against him. Legally hone:,t in representatives are fat work doing
so. Ths that very thing. We 'believe that
members will receive the full co-op- many cases, he is never really
T.:, fec.
.,And they are seldom disappointed. They buy that
looks on him there are now $5.000 agents engaged PERVIOUS CARTER WILL BE
citizen
everyday
plain.
is
that
a
start
t.
shoe
abl
1.hould
the
e
feel
comfort
from
unknown
eration of our people in entertaining
as' he might on a counted Ater. in campaigning for the administration
TO
SENT
JEFFERSON
them because they have never fe It the lemurs of putting ()II
their guests next October. The Reg Something mysterious and forbidding. ticket."
BARRACKS.
rightly made shoe.
ister looks forward to the occasion enshrouds the gambler. He sleeps
They overlook the fact that a Hanan Shoe at its price gives th,
as one of mutual enjoyment for those when other mein are active, he works
wear of two pairs of the kind the y buy. They forget, also, that a
His heart is set
who apseciate the pleasures inci- when other sleep.
The Navy Recruiting Office Will Be
entirely on gains at the gaming table.
Opened Here About the 15th or
dent to social intercourse.
does
Tior nothing and for nobody else
20th of This Month.
he care.
"Caring for no one but himself, the
offers more real comfort when
Cleveland For Senator.
gambler realizes as he grows older
new than their kind of shoes offer
Lieutenant William I:eed of the after
of
months
wear—that it
The New York papers are suggest- that no one cares for him. He bemain
United States ars-1y recruiting
excluselfish,
more
and
more
tarts
out
a
comes
smart,
shoe and
stylish
Democrats
Jersey
Suggested to New
ing that the democrats in the New
office at E`vansville, mu!., will arrive
nil, just as smart and stylish.
sive and solitary, and dies utterly
Candidate.
Suitable
As
ths
here this morning to take into
Jersey legidature send Ex-President unregretted. Welledid Solomon say:
service the recruits er'ited by Serthat
one
every
of
Cleveland to the senate, and here's
ways
There are riot so many such
the
are
. 'So
New York, October 4.—The World geant Blake at the local office. There
peopl,
as there used to be. We
is greedy of gain, which taketh away
hoping they may do so.
Grover is only one man here waiting for the
editorially today suggests
know this because we sell so
New
We have always been an admirer the life of the owners thereof."'
lieutenant, Pervious Carer of Green,,-Cleveland to the Democrats of
Many more Hanan Shoes than
of Mr. Cleveland. for we believe him
Jersey who are seeking a candidate vine. Ra.: who is reerrIed for the
we
uaed to.
resenator. After
cavalry service. He s 11 be sent to
to be an honest man. Many demoThe harder the corporations and for United States
the election of Mr. Cleve- St Louis for Jefferson barracks, and
Maybe you would like to
crats throughout the country, have their organs fight Hearst, the better citing that
land would not be against precedent. there assigned to the regiment' in
prove these farts.
criticised the gentleman .but they had the people-like him. Men on corPora- two former presidents having served which he is to become a part. ,
their prejudice aroused by congress- tion sheets are hired principally for in congress after they left the White
_
'
•
men and newspapers that were hostile their ability to concoct lies and to House, the World said:
Sailor Retruita.
s tOR MEM )610 WOME
would
undoubtedly
Cleveland
emu
"Mr.
Mr. Uolden. the master at arms for
le, Liss The fault, if any, t!.at those malign those whom the corporat;on
for United States the recruiting service of sailors is at
candidate
a
be
not
people found with Mr. Cleveland was cannot control. A4, common liar is
senator in the sense that he would acbut has arranged for the local
the fact that he was president and re- about as low-doWn as men ever get tively Seek an election. But if the Cairo,
be opened in the First Nato
office
fcsed to be controlled by a lot of to be. Mr. Hearst stands for the peo- New Jersey legislature should elect tional bank building at Third and ç
cheap politicians, almost every one ple and the fact that the corporations him, who can 'believe that he would Broadway. He and the officers in
decline? When did Grover Cleveland charge will arrive here about the t5th
of 'whom,,. has long since been re - are against him explains 'it all.
shirk a public duty?"
ever
or 20th of this month, and remain
, -tired from congress and been forgotonly five days, as that is the length
'. ten by the people. Iltstory has vinPolitical machines are often used to of time they remain in each city,
A Fight For Denency.
dicated the policy of thelonly demoharvest graft.
gathering new men for the naval •ser•
V'
(bwensboro Inquirer)
Critic president for the last half cenvice.
a
making
is
imitar
News-Sc
The
quirer, and another similar feature of
trtry, and 'today he stands as One of
•
brave fight for a cleaner administra- the two contests is that the morning
LAWS TO BE TESTED
CHURCH
reA.tnerica's greatest men. Whatever tion of the affairs of the city of Memyesterday
Flournoy
REVIVALS.
George
Mr.
paper in Memphis antagonizes the
BY NEGROES
Southern drumming
errors Me..Cleveland may have made, phis. It is a commendable fight, and News-Scimitar. The Inquirer had the turned from a
keep
only
,will
we believe should be charged up to if the News-Scimitar
.
same kind of opposition, but it won trip.
Rev. Cunningham Returned From
Fund of $roo,000 for Fighting Dmup victory for the 'right will' he the out. against all opopsition, and the
hii account and Jikess q whatever
Graves County—Baptist Reis
be
to
Statutes
franchising
result.
Fall Bulbs.
-Scimitar can win its fight in
News
vival in County.
to
go
have
done,
should
good he may
Raised in New York.
HyThere is not a city anywhere in gernpliis if it will only "stick to it."
Dutch Hyacinths, Roman
his credit. Balance ihe Account if which crime is becoming more ramacinths, Tulips, Paper White NarcisChinese
you will, and see' the result. NVith pant than in Memphis. Murderers are
Rev. E. LI. Cunningham. time Bap-,
sus, Freesia, Oxalis and
New York, Oct. 4.—The nationol tist
the .fam- Sacred Lily Bulbs, just in.
punin
of
kind
affair
unfortunate
any
The
without
loose
turned
evangelist, returned yesterday
disappointed blatherskites and demaconvention of the Afro-American from Zoor, Graves county,
The city' is infested with a ily of Senator Platt, of New York, in
Brunson & Co.
ishment.
L.
C.
where he
gogues fleeing, home • to mount the
gang of thugs anci highwaymen who which his wife is seeking a cl5vorce,
529 Broadway. council will be held in this city from has been assisting Rev., -Love in the
raging stump for the purpose of shift seem to be able to carry on their lawOctober 9, to the evening of the it. protracted meeting that has been goiS furnishing 'matters of interest to
ing their short•comings • anil incom- less business of robbery, assualt amd
Victor Van de Male returned
Mrs.
e
gentleman
The object of the convention is ing on for a week or two.
public. While the old
petency to other Omulders, they sue- murder with impunity. The News- ens
yesterday from St. Louis where she
Rev. J. S. Perryman, the Baptist
in the is on the verge of a collapse, his wife has been visiting with her husband. to raise $t00000 for the purpose of minister of, here, has
c-eeded for a while 'in arraying the Scimitar saks the troutle is
started a procity co„tirt. It alleges that the city is took the center of the stage when she Mr. Van de Male stopped over in presenting to the United States su- tracted nueetifig at Belleview Baptist
rank and file' it•iainst the president
white
practically without a judge , and a jumped from 'her carriage, smashed Southern Illinois, but gets here today preme court, through eminent
church, three mike'from this city oti
lawyers, a test case involving the disand stirred ths. pun le up with malic- „prosecutor. • •
the Mayfield road. Rev.. Stewact of
in the 'hands of a photocamera
the
ious, and fal;e charges. Ont of the
The News-Scimitar is also makJoaquin Miller nailed all his chairs franOriee-ment Jaws of the southern Lone Oak and Rev. Flillance of .1-lard
gropher who was taking a snap shot to the wall.,
Bishop Walters says that a
!tate.
chief charges was to the effect that ing a gallant .fight to rid Memphis
Mbney, are helpiug, him.
has never been properly
his
test
case
smacking
by
up
utiland
cf
wound
her.
public
the
by
ridden
•
Mr. Cleveland had sold out tO ,Wall fromilbeink
he
and
courts
to
that
the
presented
ity corporations. It is advocating fsce. All of which goes to show that
A man who has been Married five
lie
s•reet and was a millinaire. That
—The county public schools at Mel-municipal ownership as a remedy for wealth or influence cannot purchase times says he has reasons to believe has been assured that when this is
has been nailed by the fact. that for the burdens of greedy mrSnOpolies. •
wisdom was acquired done the disfranchisement laws of her, Lamrmt• and Grahamville, hate,
Solomon's
that
happinesS; or that a grave mistake is
with hi numerous the South will be declared uncon- closed teguirm.raeily, on account of the
The News-Scimitar is making • a
by asociation
the ten years he has been out of ofteachers be ig ill.
made lay an old 'man..mirrying a mothers-in-law. —Chicago News.
stitutional.
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to.
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very
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:way,
•
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DRUG STORE
CHANGES HANDS
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Let us put this sanitary, fuel
and work saving Buck's Range
in your kitchen -for thirty days
free trial.

4, ,Gilbert,

4,!
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112-114-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET PADUCAH

ONLY ONE MAN
FOR THE ARMY

UNCLE GROVER
FOR SENATOR

Some People Expect New
Shoes to Hurt

Hamm Shoe

$500 $550
alb $60O

COCHRAN SHOE CO
405 BROADWAY.
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER—THAT'S QUALITY."

A

•

REHIOFF FIRM ADJUDGED
13AVERTIPT BY JUDGE COCHRAN
tarri P

r

NEXT STEP IS TO REFER :THE PROCEEDING TO REFEREE
BAGBY OF BANKRUPT COURT FOR BUSINESS TO BE
WOUND UP—JUDGE REED YESTERDAY SET FOR MONDAY
THE MOTION TO MAKE ASSIGNEE'S INJUNCTION A PERMANENT ONE.

LU/ERN[
...COAL..

aftaismatowaseissumi

E ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE BEST RENTUdItY
Coal sold on the market. W-hy send your money out
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky product
for less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.
When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enterprises, and when you buy Luzern()
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.

maima,1mme•aidamb
Barry and
Henneberger

as the Rehkopf company offerrod no
defense to the assertion, Judge Cochran quickly disposed of the matter by
ordering the firm be ad-judged bankrupt.
Ten days ago Assignee Rietratl
Barber filed an injunction suit against
We also handle all sizes
the Rehkopf concern, American-German nationaLlsank,.md_others, asking
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
,pasties
the.seofirt to restiZrtlftise.
pro* dfsposing of the $30,00o worth
Coal at $9,00 per ton
oflooda Rehkotif had stored in the
public warehouse kept by William
S. O'Brien. These goods were moved
The Busy Man.
.
1
4
+++++
from the warehouse by the bank, and
That run-down, tired feeling is the
in
proceeding
the
filed
the assignee
Arc.:rican.)
(Baltimore
PERSONAL MENTION.
first symptom of MALARIA, take
the local circuit court. Judge Reed
Once there was a bu.,iness man
Circuit
and
time,
the
at
was absent
As busy as a bee;
4.̀
Court Clerk Miller issued a temporFor not a thing but b•isiness cares
today,
until
effective
ary injunction,
Dr. J. J. Morrow and wife of HobThe slightest time 1 itd he.
when the judge could take up the
son,
Ky., are here attending the
permaorder
the
question of making
horse show and visiting their daugh- He
had no time to stos at home,
nent. Yesterday the lawyer for the
ter
M. J. M. Ragsdale of Greer
(Continued from Page One.)
He had no time to play,
Rehloopf house moved before Judge
street.
Ile had no time to great his friends,
Reed to make the restraining. order
Misses Teddic Key and Lucy
mothe
So lost them day by day.
set
court
the
permanent, and
ond prize of $25, and Mr. Hays third Thomas of Mayfield have returned
tion for hearing next Monday.
prize of $55.
home after a brief visit here.
A special event of last night was
Chief James Woods, of the fire de- He had no time his children's love The specific for all malaria.
Has
And confidence to gain;
the best lady driver for the Belvedere partment, leaves tomorrow for Texas,
cup. The entriel were Mrs. George to attend the annual gathering of the He had no time to see his wife
cured others. Will cure you.
And they were growing twain.
Flournoy, Mrs. Ghwles Graham, Mrs Fire Chief's Association. He will be
Luther Graham, Miss Nicholson, Miss accompanied by his niece, Miss Carrie
Price so Cents Per Box.
Hallene Yancey, Mrs. John Blecker. Weise.
He had no time to pleasure take
Mrs. Charles Graham was awarded
In money he made lost;
New York Oct. 4.—The city of
the prize which is an exceedingly Clarksville, Tenn., arrived yesterday He had no time for present joys,
Nor sweet thoughts of the past.
handsome cup.
and are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hard
Messrs.
Cook Husbands.
UNUSUALLY LARGE NUMBER OF OUTSIDERS ARE PRESENT
KING, ADCaldwell and Jack Lowery. of there, Ile had no time to laugh or sing,
AND FIRST DAY WAS DEV OTED TO SPEECHMA
Tonight's Program.
ON
NUMBER
ARGE
'
A
BY
D
DRESSES BEING DELIVERE
This evening's program. is as fol- arrive today to visit Mr. and Mrs. To love or mour or pray;
He had no time to give to aught
Husbands.
THE IMPORTANT UNDERTAKING.
lows:
bRUG STORE.
Mis's Rose English, of Louisville,
But deals closed every day.
7:30-7:45.
are
of
Morris,
Fulton,
and
Miss
Nell
t. Grand Parade of all horses enSeventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
The Immigration Convention op• Friedman welcomed them in behalf tered for the nights contests.
vis'iting Mrs. Dr. Reynolds.
He had no time to eat or' sleep,
SenaState
interests.
of the business
Mr. John Wilson and Wife, Mrs.
ened yesterday at The Kentucky witr
But natched a bit of each;
7:45-8:40
tor Conn Linn responded for the
Sayre and Miss Kitty Grey, He had no time for all the good
Horace
2 Children's turnout. Cups.
an excellent attendance, delegates visitors, and at this Mr. Bartley SkinFresh cut roses and carnations.
Life placed within his reach.
3. For best turnout, single or pair, of Marion, arrived yesterday for the
BRUNSON'S 529 Broadway.
being present from all cities of West ner of Lyon county was elected secshow.
and retary, with assistants of the news- to be driven by lady. The judge will
Kentucky. West Tennessee
Mr. Earl Foreman yesterday went And so years passed—he had no time
select the most appropriate horse or
The gathering paper people of the city.
Southern 'dining.
to Lyon county to see about installTo live, as one could see,
How can a man hope to understand
for
horses,
and
appointments
vehicle
The orfganization having been ef
has every prospect of unusual sucing the electric light plant for Hill- But be had time, at last, to die—
a
woman when she is unable to unon
use,
each
standing
lady's
turnout
well
2
are
until
adjourned
promoters
body
fected, the
cess, and the
man's iron furnaces.
Time
for
eternity!
derstand
its
herself?
own
or
Mese,
and
horses,
merits.
pleased with the result of their la- o'clock yesterday afternoon, wren all
Mrs. Gus Thomas, of Mayfield, arper
6o
count
to
general
appointment
startspeeches
bars.
re-assembled, and the
"-wed yesterday to visit Mrs. George
The playhouse was well filled yes- ed, many addresses being delivered cent. Driving 40 per cent. $15, St°, Flournoy.
$5•
when
showing
o'clock
by Paducahans and visitors,
terday morning at to
Miss Castlen Crowder, of Hender9:3o-re.
Mr. lienry Trues, chairman of the what vast benefits would accrue to
son. is visiting Misses Mabel and
or
mare
Horse,
Gaited,
5.
Best
Five
committee on arrangement!, opened this section if thousands of thrifty
second Lena Skelton, of South Third.
the convention. Captain J. F. Mc- immigrants were brotaght to settle gelding, any age, first and
Miss Kathryn Lyon, of McLeans
eligible,
not
of
winner
chamDionship
Cartney of Metropolis nominated ()round here. The talks were all of
bore), Ill., is visiting Mrs. lames P.
• Hon. aVillialis J. Stone of Kuttawa, vsry deep interest and show the vig- $25. $15. $10.
'
6. Champion Pair 'Flamess hories, Sleeth.
•Ky., MI chairman, and the )(Ater dis monis manner in which the important
is
of
Bates,
Sarah
Chicago,
"Mrs.
tingnished gentleman was elected by and mammoth task is to be entered stallions, mares or geldings, or mare visiting 'her brother, Mr. C. W.Lewis.
necessarily
matched
Not
gelding.
and
upon.
a unanimous vote.
Willard and Elmo Nichblson, of
There is a very large number of in color. To be strown to runabout. Bandana, are
Mayor Yeiser welcomed the tlelevisiting their mother
SoutIss
Kentucky,
Western
• gates on behalf of the municipal gew- outsiders here attending the conven- Owned in
on North Sixth street.
Tennessee.
Western
or
ern
Illinois
Joe.
tion that continues through today.
ernment and city, while Mr.
Ass Marie Webber has returned
Must have been owned by exhibitor
Car-,
thirty days before this event. No ex- from visiting in St. Louis and
bondale.
pair.
one
then
hibitor to enter more
Horses 75 per cent. Equipment and
general appointments 25 per cent. Carter and the premiums were awardFive to enter. $6o, $25, $5,
ed as follows:
First prize, $t5. to Ilecs Goode,
woh
sold his colt for $85.
Satisfalon.
General
Second prize, $to, to Irvin Foster
Mr. Scott Isbell of Bowling Green,
M. Wilson of Cave City, who sold his colt for /No.
all.MAND
WILKERSON and Mr. P.
DOCK OLDEN ACCUSED OF MISS LERLINE
Third prize. $5, to G. W. Fuller,
judges for the show, and
the
are
Ky.,
TOMATOES
STEALING
PITCHED FROM HORSE
their decisions thus far have given who declined an offer of alit5.
FROM PACKING
YESTERDAY.
general satisfaction, as they show by
HORSES
their awards that they are thorough KENTUCKY
FOR CHICAGO SHOW.
horsemen, and judge from the standChief Robinson of the Clarksville, Hon. Given Campbell Returned From point of horseflesh alone, thereby obsevTerm. Force, Here Awaiting
Chicago, • Oct. 4. — The
St. Louis Where He Was Opviating the possibility of partiality.
Show
Horse
Chicago
year
annual
enth
erated On—Conductor Hurt.
Papers for Early Avery.
,a
last
which some thing existed
Ocwhen local people judged the different will open at the Coliseum
Both Phones No. 110
203. 205 S. Third
events. They are both gentlemen of tober 29, and will continue* until NoDan;e1
3.
and
Secretary
Assfatant
vember
yestcrc•.ntry
daughth
the
warranted
Kilkerson,
was
Lerline
over
Olden
Miss
standing
Dock
high
• 4
—ne, of the Horse Show Association will
• day'ion the charge of stealing some of the transfer man, yesterday fell their attempts to do justi
n from Louisville today with a
every
Paducah
ridink
trim
the
was
she
by
pony
little
the
"tomatoes
fropi
cans of
heartily appreaciated,
number of entries from SouthPacking Company's plant on Soots at Fourth and Madison streets, and
The Kentucky city
exhibitors.
ern
lodged
if
was
dragged,
charge
been
have
would probably
Tenth street. The
The reception and tea given
now a horse show in full blast.
has
by Mt. Lesse Weil, the manager and not caught by, her sister who was
at
tcrday afternoon to the ,sponsors
and Mrs Daniel went there especially
closeby. The little girl was riding
owner of the plant.
Chess, Checker and Whist club. to look over the string of Blue Grass
the
her Shetland pony, when the saddle
Not Yet Located.
was a very elegant affair. large nom
many good ones
The officers have, not yet soccceded turned and threw her ofl. she strik- hers of the ladies being present, ans! steeds and secure as
Chicago event.
the'
for
a;
possible
Bud
to
enough
alias
force.
Mohundro
with
ground
the
ing
in locating
numerous beautiful costumes ,In
C. W. Whtso.n, a famous Southern
bruise ker. some. Her siater nearby evidence. This evening the grand
Mohninilro, whom they want on
assured Mr. Daniel he
horselover,
-wife
it
his
prievented
by
and
beast
out
the
grabbed
pace warrant rotten
We have a splendid variety' of suitable pieces.
at the Elks home on would ship his entire stable, comoccurs
hall
who wants him put tinder 'bond for from running off and dragging the North Fifth street.
of them are new and exclusive designs.
Many
Chito
horses,
prising twenty-two
fsar he may do her some harm, as girl.
horses
noted
most
his
of
The
Two
designs
cago,
are cut on the finest quality of blank .
result of .prosecating him on the
Operated On.
Ringing
arid
Baltimore
. ,
Lord
are
here
Colts.
crystal.
from
Fine
am& of running away
Hon. Giver( Canipbeil, the retired
Bells.
F.
a
4.—J.
Bradford,
Oct.
Ky.,
Hopkinsville,
Doak
faster,
her
with
lit
Our glass is of unequalled color, Wiliam7
- and
ottorney. has4cturned from St. Louis
Lawrence Jones, another SouthernStamps, owner of the celebrated stalgirl fifteen years of age.
his
bring
will
where he has been for several weeks
horses
for'his
noted
er
here
lion "L. A. D.," held a colt ,how
Awaiting Papers.
past, and underwent an operation for
prizes King Fashion to the Chicago show
yesterday and offered fata in
Clarksville,
the
of
Robinson
Chief
chest touble. He Is able to be out
and with him he hopes to beat Lord
horse,
best colts of his
Tenn police force. has arrived in the opon the streets, but in quite a 'weak- for the three
Baltimore.
15
or
12
'About
this year.
city- and now is here waiting for re- ened condition, and next December produced
Mr. Daniel says the show srilI this
disthe
and
competition
in
were
Frankfort, will leave for Florida to spend the colts
qvisition papers from
make a special effort to excel
year
The
attention.
much
where he sent them for approval of remainder of the winter in warner play attracted
saddle classes.
the
ajudges were Lewis Downer and C. C.
the fs-overnar. He gets the douc- climes.
menta to take back to Clarksville the
Conductor Injured.
rsegro Early Avery, who is wanted
T. L. Lesser of the
Conductor
a
there on the Craw of Stealing
street car line, ig coinSixth
South
'baggy belonging to another party.
home in iota North
Ths
at
fined
Breaches of The Peace.
as result of the
street,
Fourteenth
James Wilson and a man named
caused by his
blood.
loss
of
great,
Morgan will both be tried tomorrow wrist getting cut. He was raising a
in the court of Justice Emery, on the window on the street car, when the
charge of a breach of the peace. They window broke; and the falling glass
didtaot have trouble with each oth injured him painfully.
bilt with different parties.
•

'Yesterday in the United States
4
icourt at Louisville Judge Cochran adc' judged that the F. Rehkopf Saddlery
company of this City was a bankrupt
•
concern. The next step is for him
refer the proceedings to Referee
Bagby of the local branch of the
bankrupt court. When the referee
gets the official notification he will set
a day for the first meeting of credi. tors, at which time the latter will
select their° trustee to take charge of
' the property, and hold same, while
the business of the concern is being
• wound up.
The prospects are for a very longdrawn out litigation, as many suits
'have already been instituted in the
state court by parties claiming the
• dlehkopf concern hougtht goods which
have not yet been paid fbr.
q
In their petition to force the company into bankruptcy, the creditors
instituting the proceedings at Louisville set up the cl1Th that the Paducah firm /red rnader in assignment and
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HORSE SHOW HAD
GRIND OPENING

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules

IMMIGRATION CONVENTION'
WAS OPENED YESTERDAY

!BACON'S

Now Is The Time
This Is The Place

OLDEN CHARGED GIRL MOWN
FROM HORSE
WITH STEALING

306
FREE CATALOG

GROADWAY
DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL

S. P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTOR,S AND EMBALMERS

yes_f

fuelsh—Y

Jeweler

&Wolff

Now is the time for you to fill you' coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 11c

Best Kentucky ana illinois Coal

—The Ladies Mite society oi the
First Baptist church will meet this
afternoon at i o'clock with Mrs. A. L.
Lassiter of NOrth Sixth.
—Mr. B..n. Phelps of O'Bryan's
addition, reports that a wolf visited
nigh , but
his premises Sunday
caught.
be
'could
he
escaped before

—Mrs. Charles Q. C. Leigh has
sold to George C. Hughes the Fourth
and Ketucky avenue property. She
owned one-fourth interest and her
husband, Charles Q. V. Leigh, the
three-fourths. She bought his interest in the property in, the bankrupt
court for $4,075.

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT- _ Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. tnit OrCEMENT!

IL M Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960, New 245.
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F GLACIER% AN OX RACE IN GERMANY.

TACOMA TC131 FIELDS MAMA
TO FIJR2I132 LIGHT.

Beasts Ridden by Their Owners
Without Whip or Spurs, Is
the Rule,

Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, WEE AND

INIFIMMISPINIMME11111111111110

"Savfint Money
Is a Habil"

THROAT.
In many of the out of the way dis15o2—Columbus discovered
Costa
tricts of Germany ox racing has long
'Rica and later Nicaragua, also Rave Become tilt Source of Electrical
Office and Residence, Ilbasta 3
been a very popular sport. The enandl•
Power That Is Furnished to
visiting the coast of New
Columbia Building.
trance fee for the races is small, but
Granada (Columbia.)
Cities a ::undred Hiles
Phone sose—Red.
the beasts must be ridden by their
1675—The Indians attack Springfield,
way.
owners. The rider is not allowed to
Mass., but are repulsed.
have either whip or spur and he must
1735—Zenger's Weekly Journal, the
Among the great mountain peal:s on ride his animal bareback,
trusting to
second paper in New Yorti, was the Pacific coast, that of Tacoma
is his voice to guide the beast It is here
first issued.
perhaps hest known, owing not only to that the skill of the rider comes into
play, as everything depends upon the
1y68—Gfeat hurricane at Havana, de- Its size, but to the
immense ice-cap
training of the ox and the ability of
stroying 96 public buildings upon its summit,
formed by the numthe owner to direct his movements.
over s000 houses, and killing ber of glaciers which
exist there. As the oxen do
not race on a track
moo persons.
It is not only a Great mountain, says
it is no easy matter to guide them. St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack178o—The United States accedes to the Technica
l Wend, but a beautiful The race course is a field,
perhaps a et company—the cheapest and bee
the armed neutrality at :ices'
mountain, since the ice formation mile square, the start being
made at excursion out of Paducah
Harrison
:8.1—General
, with 2,500 glitterin
_
••••
g in the ssnlight makes it via- one side and the finish at the other.
Americans, defeats
General
Rile for a distam a ranging from 60 Sped is of secondary importance in
Proctor with 2.000 British, on
•••••••
to 80 miles on a clear day, so that it the race. Like golf, the sport requires
the River Thames kLanada.)
can be distinctly seen in the cities of accuracy, and the rider who can force
Tecumseh, the Shawnee chief
Ids lumbering eltarcar to go la a
Seattle and Taco•-ia.
tain, is slain. Americans lost
straight line is certain to win.
While the peak .1 sometimes termed
50 killed and wounded.
When all the competitors are lined
1825—City 0. Dublin, Ireland, first Mt. Rainier, Tars . s the title which up at the starting point the signal to
the Indians gave
lighted with gas.
is a far more ap- begin the race is given. Then the fun
i839—Businoss si :aeon of Ai'esot, S- propriate name for this peak, sines commences, for, in spite of the riders'
C., destroyed by 'tire. 36 store; "Tacoma" in a sense means nourish- efforts, the steeds usually refuse to
ment. The fields of 1C3 and snow ex- head toward the finish mark_ Besides,
and houses 'being razed.
It is a trip of pleasure, conic*
the difficulties are greatly increased
1839—Destructive fire at Philadelphia, tending for miles upon its slopes
form from the fact that
and
rest; good service, good tabl
the
onlooker
s
are
alsaid to have been the greatest the source of several important rivers,
lowed to be in the field and may do good roams, etc. Boats leave mai
fire ever known in that city.
which not only nourish a wide area of
anything to interfere with the con1857—The Kansas territorial election farming country, but
have recently testants so long as they do not touch Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
is won by the Free-State men formed a most importan
t source of him or his beast Tliough oxen as( For other information apply to Jim
(7,600 to 3.700.)
An attempt power for the cities
named, as well as naturally the least excitable of an,. Koger, superintendent;
Frank L
was made to change this result for smaller
towns in this section of malt,, the noise of the spectators soon Brown, agent
by using some 1600 names from Washing
ton. In fact, from the glacial reduces them to a state of utter bea Cincinnati. directory as the, streams
of Tacoma is already generat- wilderment Often an hour will pass
roll of, voters at Oxford, a place,
ed a very large quantity of electric before one of the oxen is ridden unclet
having only eleven houses.
the wire. The victor receives a small
oovoni, which is being utilized not only
money prize, which is nothing som
for power but for heating and lighting pared
to the honors brought him by this
as well. To give an idea of the diversi- victory, and the animal
is decorateo
ty of uses for the current, it may be with garlands of flowers. Among the
stated that it operates the electric peasants great events are reckoned
railway systems in the cities of Seattle 'from the time so-and-so won the cut Round
trip to EVANSVILLE AND
and Tacoma, aggregatingg 168 miles of !Zee.
RETURN, cpntinous passage $4.00:
•••
trolley line, in add!lion to cable railUnlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
New York. Oct. 4.—The deadly ways situated in
the hilly portions of
berth ineksied.
- —
band of the avenging vendetta reach- these cities.
Besides this service, how- English Writer Suggest
s
That
He
ing across the sea struck down Joseph ever,
current is furnished for one of
Be Turned Over to the
Alontileone, a prosperous Italian padthe most notable interurban electric
BOUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
Doctors.
Tone. of No. so Villa avenue, the
railways in the United States, that ex——
Bronx, as he was in the act of ti 'ling
tending between Seattle and Tacoma, •medical correspondent of the Lon- of five or over $1.50 each, without
his friends that at last he had es
don Lancet suggests tilos murderers. in- treats; $2.00 with meals.
caped the avenger who hal followed where power is secured from the third
stead
of being hanged, be turned over
rail
in
connecti
on
with the multipletum—alaays
seeking
Good music on all the boats. For
his
1:fe—
to doctors for experimentation. He de
ever since his arrival in this coun- unit system. This line as employed sires for science the privilege
urther
particulars see
of studying
not only for passenger service but fOr
try from Italy four years ago.
disease in the "laboratory of the human
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Afigne
This the police learned today from transporting freight and express ma- body," and thinks that with this oppor
Joseph Murcuri, who with the pad- terial, and ranks among the most com- tunity the scientist "could look forward or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pali
rone when he was shot dead by an pletely equipped electric systems in to almost endless possibilities." 01 Agent Phone 33.
unidentified assassin, and who is him- the world. The horse power required these possibilities, observes the Philaself in the Fordham Hospital with a for a number of the largest industries delphia Ledger, he neglects to set forth
•
bullet in his trigh from the pistol of In the city of Tacoma, including the details, although mentioning transfer.
218 BROADWAY
Montileone's murderer.
shopa of the Northern Pacific railway ence of bovine tuberculosis and the
spread of cancer as profitable and interActing Capt. Sam Price, of the and the water works pumping
plant, is esting problems, the solution
of which
Bronx detective bureau, believes that also obtained from this
source; while would be promoted by this plan.
He
the padrone's slayer was the man up- Illumination for
streets and buildings, would use the murderer as a field for the
on whom fell the death lot of a sec- In both
Seattle and Tacoma, depends malign microbe, and turn his tissues
ret societ yto which Montilene berudon it to a considerablbe extent_ The later into a Jousting place for a tilt with
lnged when be lived in the wild counLEMON, r'RANGE., CHERRY
demand for power is increasing so the beneficent opposing germ. Science,
try of Arfacola, in the mountainous
rapidly that within a few years Mount looking on with eye alert, would referee
regions outside Naples, and that he is
the contest and make record of results.
the avenging figure that has driven Tacoma will be supplying fully 50,000- Moreover, so sweet Is the faith
that la
home
power
to the cities mentioned.
the padrone from state to state in a
No theories taught but actual
the correspondent abides, he is confident
business from the stmt. Thoraces
ARE GOOD. MIR
While,
as
already stated, the glaciers the murderer would acquiesc
vain effort to escape the unrelenting
comma
ma bookkeeping, shorthand, touch
e In the
-typewriting, pennianahip, carand snow fields of Mount Tacoma are scheme of dying slowly, refoicing
hand of the vendetta.
reapandassee, spelling, commercial
not ta
law.
banking,
arithmetic, ontmease, eta
the source of several important rivers have his last pang aseentuated by the
His Work Complete.
Call or writs for beautiful new catalog.
The agent did his work well when, traversing the western portion of presenoe of the uncultured hangman.
WITH CRUSH= — STRAWThe proposition is not new, nor, for
after a chase of four years, be at last Washington, the stream which genegot a chance to strike. Memtilenne rataa the electric current at present Is reasons easy to cite, clan it be maie BERRY, PEACH. PINEA.RP.La or
CHERRY,. Id DEFTlait.
had returned last' night from in west- the Puyallup, which originates in two oprative. That the chance of being du
voured by cancer or phthists would, as
ern Pennsylvania. For the first time of the principal glaciers. Owing
to the an alternative, be seised
with eagerness
in years he told Morcurin as they left distance of the stream
from its source Is an assumption that fails to
appeal to
the padrone's home last night for a to the generati
ng station, • head of the jedgmettt4 tempered es this must
be
stroll after a little dinner the marked
water is secured which is enormous, by humane impulses. And It is of litSEVENTH AND 8,11ADWAT
Man had given in celebration of his
considering the voituie of Water util- tle consequence. The change would be
return he felt that be could breathe
the substitution of torture for quirk disized. Consequently the installation
easily.
machinery fcr generating current, and patch, and be on a plane W101 the Chinese
"At last." he said, with ,his hand
Pictures, Diplome a,
method known as "the death of a thou.
Cardfseatas
on Iris thirteen-year-old son Raph- the system for distributing it, present sand cuts," a title grimly explanat
Water and 04l Cliark
ory
of
unusuall
y ateresting features. The the
eel's shoulder. "my boy and T are
process.
Mottos and Eilaudars
plan adopted was to divert the river
safe."
Framed right up to data km Sus noir
The words had hardly fallen erom from its natural bed, carrying the waMessages in Ancient Times.
Mee time at the
C,arryiug messages in olden times
his lips when from behind a tree—the ter by means of a flume ten miles to a
padrone lived in a wild, part -of the ,reservoir located on a high plateau, railed for much ingenuity. "Nothing
and thence discharging by means of in the world," wrote Herodotus, "le
Bronx—a dark, figure _sprang.
troabsav.
instineti
The startled trio
velyettrew steel pipes against wheels in the power borne so swiftly as messages by the
Persian
couriers." They bad over a
back, but not before the stranger house, under a head of 872 feet, the
hundred stations, each a day's journey
bad fired on -them.'
water wheels so driven being directs
from the other, and a regular service
The first shot went wild, Moptile- connected to electric generators, and
of riders carried messages to and fro
one. probably realizing that his Name- the electric power so produced
being at the rates of from 60 to 100 miles a
DENTIST,
sic faced him at Jest, started to run. transmitted at a
pressure of 55,000 day. They had their "through con
Peit th'e vendetta' agent's death inis- volts, 48 miles
to Seattle and 32 miles dere," too, for in the case of a spe
N% as not to be cheated.
tinily confidential message, the text
to Tacoma.
"I must do it. It is their 'order,"
was tattooed on the shaven head of a
Office over Gloite Bank and Trust
•
All
water
rights,
and the necessary
Mercurio heard him say, is his •reman, whose hair was allowed to grow
Co., 386 Broadway.
A-Myer spoke aghin and Montileone land abutting on the river, from the before he began his journey, so
that
sank down with a bullet in his Ifeart. point of diversion to point of return, his letter might be concealed until he
were secured, as well as all land neces- reached his goal,
shoots Victim's Friend.
•
where, of course, he
ro6 SOUTH SECOND.
sary
for flume and other structures, would be reshaved.
Murcuric
s
° "Wh 'are oisti?" shouted
soringirig at the mysterious assassin: and actual work of development was
Boers Revere Buller.
• his only reply was another shot, commenced March 1, 1903.
In a letter to an English friend s
•
Mut:curio' in the thigh. By
AND
• wbiOt
SouSh Aerlean farmer writes: "Many
the titire'two detectives—Kineley and
Title of Prime Minister.
of the fighting Boers ba4 told me they
Morriganesof the Bronx Park station
4
The title of prime minister was un- ate quite willing to erect a statue to
.who had tieerd•lhe 'hots, reached the
known till the beginning of the nigh- Gen. Buller's memory in this country
DiRliCT LINE TO
scene the murderer' had vanished.
teeath
century, and the gentlemen who They declare he is the only man who
•
lines
eta. thrown about the
first filled the position and were so mme colt to tight them in a straigti:
•clump of woode from which he 'ha Al
forward manner."'
called
objected to the title, which was
prong. hut they found nothing but
regarded as a sinister importation
Pride, Not Anger.
• tranpled grass.' s
Miss Prism--Don't let your dog bite
neighborhood, which is from France, and as conveying ,the
entire
The
•
mostly poiStilated by, jtalian;., today meaning of grand vizier, something me, little boy.
3 Horse Power Motor.
-Little Boy—He won't bite, ma'am.
Also to Asisegrine,
joined iq the" rent for the man whom despotic and unconstitutional. William
I 5 Horse Power Meter.
"But
he
is
showing
his
teeth."
III. had nobody in. his council who
Brevard, Lake Ileamawtry, Rat Ilmitags
the - police and Italians declare io
5% Horse Power Stator.
"Certainly he is, ma'am, and if you sad many
been a vendetta agent. Tint no trace se:3111d be said to correspond to our
other rieneefa in Ike illand
x 8 Morse Power Motor.
had
OS
good
teeth
as
he
has
you'd of Ifte sky- aad
•
prime minister, nor had Queen Anne.
of the murderer was found.
"Eigtplins"
r is Horse Power Motor.
show 'em, too."--Stray Stories.
Mortileorie's ctm told the police thaf Dean Swift wag the gret writer to use
anuntsy of Wasparn Snail Camisa,
200 Light lipialletk
offering a l
• he had no idea for what act the ven- the term, which, he applied to Harley,
L.L, bang
Pity of It.
detta's agents had lintinfild hie fath- who, however, had no power to appoint
"A pretty woman's lips," remarked skunk, pictueessise saoceilisin semskr
er, but declared that the padrone's ef- his ottli colleagues. The true forerun- the sentimental youth, "remind me of sat splendid kande.
forts ,to escape them had driven him ner of the modern race of Bellows and a rose."
Send two cent stamp for 'Land of
"Yes," rejoined the ex-bachelor, "and
from New York to California and C. B's was Walpole.
•
the
She booklet s*
oiler
her tongue reminds me of the thorn."
eadback again.
r 21- 123 Wore Ptiurth Street
tomely illustrated literwlesso.
--Chicago Daily Neas,
"He often told me that they Would
What, Indeed?
1(111 him in the end," said the boy.
5. F. LOGAN, Tea,. Ikea Agent,
Big Inducement
Manager—Your play is too tame.
Lexington, Ky.
Dolls—E
very
time
you
call,
you
The last act ought to end with a snap.
•••
make love to me. I'm getting tired of
The average married woman's hapC. N. PRINGER1001113, Dist Ems.
Playwright—Doesn't the hero marry
It. How can I induce you to stop it?
piness may be slue to. the fact that she the heiress' Say, what do you call
Agent, Lotirtien, Kr.
a
Cholly"—Merev me and I'll permits,
didn't marry her ideal.
snap, anyhow? — Cleveland
Plays never to make love le yuu
S. B. ALIslidslp Asst. Geol. Pass,
•
Dealer.
Cleveland -Leader.
'Agent, St. Doak MIN
_./

Excursion:

It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up

the Round Trip to
S8100 Tenness
ee river & rotor

Start Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Start You

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.

227 Broadway

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'

SHOT BY AVENGER
WHO CROSSED SEA

UTILIZING THE ASSASSIN.

WHEN YOU BUY A

Miller
Range
YOU GET

The Best

Hundreds in use in
this city bond 10
to 20 years ago.
Examine one at

HANK

Mineral Water

BROS. Sole Agents,

Heating Stoves at Any Price.

Our Pure Fruit
Phosphates

BIJSINLSS COLLEGE

Ice Cream

PADUCAH CENTRAL

HAYES

THEPUSINESS COLLEGE

Guy Nance.

306 BROADWAY

Lee Nance.

M. Nance, Embalmer

GUY NANCE & SON

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and
injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd
Street

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE Phones: New 334. Old 699

Dr. Sidney Smith

Open Day and Night

miummumumuumunsummumma
The Oldest Continuous Honest

PAWNBROKER

Doing business in tke city. Money
Loaned
On All Valuables.

I• C

Iti E N

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Queen & Crescent Route

CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA

We have on hand
For Setle:'

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

-

_

Subscribe For To Regiger
p••••

••

s

ir
.1*

--

now--4110--`wits

•

IKodels for Ashista Are in Many True Tale of an liveryday Incident
Which Had Romantic WeirCasts Quit. Plain oe
nishings.
Feature.

FLOITRNOY & REED

Strong Fresh

IN THE FIRST OPEN CAR.

NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL

Cecil Re

J. C. Flosaaoy

LAWYERS.

.0.••••••=••••••

Rooms to, ii and 12, Coluntoia Blc
PADUCAH, KY.

"One of the most preposterous War
Is existence is that regarding the Par
sf models and their physical attrao.
5.
Ovens's," Mr. Robert Bringhurst says.
'In this country a majority of the
models are employed in art schools
Are a revelation of richness
or by instrustors of classes In paint.
Anomaly at Law.
tag, drawing or modeling, and for
and delicious to the housewife
Paducah, purposes of Instruction any figure is
Room No. 5,
Kentucky. Rood enough.
who has a/ready used uordinary"
Columbia Bldg.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
spices.. Our spices are pure.
and paint, study anatomy and proportion, just as well from a homely
and fresh, having the strength,
model as from one that is surpeastngwhich
flavors
fine
and
aroma
ly beautifuL There is no need al
BUILDING.
the latter at all. If one presents her,
.
nature alone can give. Use
self, all well and good, but as the
pickling
canning
them in your
schools and instructors are entirely
independent in their needs she must
and preserving.
be content with the same pay that
rules for all Is Ws dean which is
generally not more than a defier for
tag NORTH FIFTH STREET
a three-hour posing seance. As the
work is, after all, only unskilled labor,
Both Phones 355
tt is an exceptionsAy good rate if pay
at that What obteins here also obDRUGGIST
Office hours 8to to a. m., I to 3 tains for more than half the model
work abroad, yet the averaee person
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. M.
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
always conjures up a drean of loveliness when an artist's model Is men. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER. tioned and associates the work with
remuneration of a dollar or more as
WM. MARBLE.
hour.
"Of course, where an artist requires
a particelar kind cf model, no matter
what the especial requirement may be.
the law of supply and demand steps
In and regulates pay, for one thing, in
Buy anything and sell everything.
accordance with its inexorable mansz8-aao Court Street: Old Phone
dates. If the supply a that sort of
model is short the price runs high.
1316A.
Practice in all the ceurts of the I have beard of models who received
state. Both phones 31.
several dollars an hour. But there are
MOVING WAGON IN CONNECRooms 1, a and 3 Register Build- too many satisfactory individuals willing to pose for whatever they can Rat
TION.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
to make such a condition any other
than most exceptional."

SPICES

ALBEN W. BARKLEY

DR. R. E. HEARNE
RROOKHILL
TELEPHONE NO. 444.

DR. ROBE J. RIVERS

J. 0. Oehlschlaever

NOTICE

Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hand ..Hendrick, Millet
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Marble

Clem Fransiola

•

H.T.Rivers,M. D.

PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD

New Orleans Man Values Very Highly
El. "Lucl-.y" Horse
Chestnut
-wouldn't
that thing for $1,001
"I
sell
Office 351
Residence 296
If I lost it I'd hunt for It like the
knights of King Arthur hunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
R. T. LicarrpooT,
hoodoo that hung about me for five
rears. That thing stays with me On
LAWYER.
I die."
All this, with great conviction, says
the Kansas City Star, about a little
practice in all courts of Ke
buckeye incased in a small gold awe
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
tuck.
Herring, a Nese Orleans man.
"Up to September 7, 1900, I had
been the victim of bad luct of ass
Dort and another," be said. "That deg
I was going to Galveston. It was Irri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before it
reached the city, and I was fuming.
We got there at last and just as I
gwareese was leaving my car I saw this buck.
eye lying on the opposite seat.
I
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
picked it up and put It in my pocket
I had intended going to the Black
(Homeopathist
hotel that night, but after picking up
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
✓and. A good melty games at the
Office 306 Broadway—Iihone 120
Black hotel perished Is the flood next
Residence, 819 Broadway.
n ight.
Phone 149.
"Later on at New Orleans I was out
fishing In a catboat with three other
men A squall struck us. The others,
I
who eould swim. were drowned
can't swim a stroke but I had my
Superintendent
Architect and
buckeye and I was saved. After that
aot Fraternity Building
I had the thing fIxel in this gold cam
lad that's why I treasure it."
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone,
Europe's jewelry Center.
NBEfITEICIT.
PAIrUCAH.
Pforzheim is a city of about 66,000
population and is devoted almost ex
clasivetY to the manufacture of jewelry, there being about 500 factories
where jewelry is made. It is the jewelry center of Europe. The various
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building Tanutacturers are very energetic molar, careful to study the wants of their
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ka.
customers and endeavor to please them
New 'Phone 490.
regarding designs, prips and terms of
sale. From present indications the
SPECI ALTI
Abstraeting of Titles,
shipment of jewelry to the Philippines
Insurance, Corporation and
will amount to about $100,000 for the
fiscal year. With the American manuReal Relate Law.
facturer's advanter In distance and
machinery—u much of the Pforzheon
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'OREAOR jewelry Is reads by hand--it appetite
that we rheutd capture more of the
trade of the Islands.

FIFTH
TELEPHONES:

OFFICE tao NORTH

Sold let
Gray'. Raffet,
Palmer Howe Bar,
L A. Lagossaraso.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN

I will

Louisville, Ky., Horse Show: Deans
cf sale 'September 30th to October
6th, 1906 inclusive, limit October 8th,
1906. Round trip rase $8.5o.
Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale September 3oth, October ist and and,
1906. limit October 6th, tgoti, Round
• trip rate $6.95.
Lexiagtoa, Ky., Fall Races: Dates
cf sale October aad to 13th, egieS
inclusive, limit October 14th, Kos.
Round trip rate $.35.
a r Louisville. Ky. —Grand Lodge, F.
.
& A. M. Grand Chapter R. A. hls
Dates of sale October 15th and 16th,
1906, limit October 30th, Igo& Round
trip rats $6.95.
Nashville, Tens.,—State Fair. Date
of sale October 6th and 8th to 13th
iaclusive. 1906, iirni: October 15th,
1906. Round trip rate $.4 75.
Asheville, N. C.,—Missionary Conference Protestant Fpacopal church.
Dates of sale October 2and and 23rd,
2906. limit November 5th, 1906.
Dallas, Tex. International Association of Fire engineers. Dates of
sale October 6th and 7th, 19°6. Limit 21 daya Round trip rates
Winchester Ky.. Sate Develop
•
rent convention: Dotes of sale October gth, and loth, ;9°6; return limit October 13th, 1906. Roond tr'p
rate $9.90. •
Birmingham, Al.., Home Coming
• Week: Dates of sale October 14th
and Istiv 1906; return limit October
atst, t906. •By depositing ticket and
paying fee of so cents an extention
to November atm, r906 may be obteined. Roiled trip rate $9•35.
International
Tenn..
Memphis
Convention Brotherhood of Str Andrew: Dates of sale October
16th, 17th and t8th, r906. return limit
By depositing
October 31st, leo&
OFFICES: Beaton, Ky., rear basil
ticket and paying fee of. go cents an
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
eatention to November 3otio 190
Room 14. Fraternity Budding.
fray be obtained. Rotmd trip rate
$5.25.
Old 'Phone Ole
New 'Photte Ha.

C. MANNINO SEARS, N. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephoes 377.

0.D. Schmidt

E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law

•

t

•

LAWYER.S

WOULD RATHER TEACH
THAN BE A SENATOR
• Woodrow Wilson Will Not Leave
14(
Princeton to Go into Politics.
New York, Oct. 4.—The Evening
Pose today published a cablegram
from Woodrow Wilson, president of
Princeton University, saying he could
not leave Princeton to take a seat in
the United States senate. The Post
- sent the following cablegram to President Wilson: "Your name is being
used as a candidate for United States
senator from New jersey. Did yout
authorize it?".
President Wilson's reply, sent from
Ambleside, Eng., was received today.
It reads:
"Did not authorize use _ of my
name. Very 'much complimented that
I ahould be thought of for senator,
bui I dbuld not leave my work at
*Princeton."

fcb:he was following the car at a little
dog trot, but it was leaving her far
behind. It had almost reached the
next corner.
The man waved the parasol at the
conductor. The car stopped. Every
one watched while he ran to the coiner, carefully placed the fluffy, forgot,
ten thing on the sidewalk, then ran
back to the car.
The girl waved her hand In grateful
recognition. Ho waved his in—renunelation, perhaps.
As she reached the parasol a hand
some young negro stooped to pick ii
up and courteously handed it to her
as she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
you.''
But he was not a fairy prince—they
are always blond and blue-eyed, with
golden hair. Ai ' the man who should
have received the tribute of her smiles
was leaving her far behind.
For this, you see, Is a true stow'',
And so they did not marry and live
hippy ever after.
Perhaps be was
married already and his dinner was
*Elting for him. At any rate, he saved
his carfare.
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN
How an American Woman Put
Through a Five-Killion-Dollar DeaL
The story of an interview that once
took place between Mrs. Reader and
the sultan of Johorte India, is thus related by Juliet Wilbor Tompkins in
Everybody's:
"She named her conditions; the
right to issue $5,000,000 worth of six
per cent bonds; 120,000 acres of land
extending along the 110 miles oi
track; tin mines—but here royalty demurred a little; he thought he svonld
keep all the tin mines. For the first
time the young contractor slipped into
feminine processes of reasoning and
set aside for a moment the urgent
business-full enthusiasm of the pro.
moter for the display of the human
girl who sees her pet project in danger of failure.
"'But you are so rich, you know
you don't need all those mines,' she
argued, 'and we do!'
"The sultan conceded the mines.
From an oriental point of view the
experience was perhaps cheap at the
price. .He conceded the $5,000,000
worth of bonds, the 120,000 acres of
land. At the end of their three hours'
talk Ella Rawls had in her possession
a $5,00,000 contract to build a railroad across the state of Johore, and its
ruler had secured on fair terms a
means to wealth and civilization, the
need of which could no longer be ignored. She had come to him at the
psychological moment, when the contract was ripe for giving; she had
shown herself clear-headed and resolute master of the facts and frankly
open in her statements; she had demanded much, knowing the value 01
what she gave, but there had been no
loan of sharpness, of trying to steal an
No doubt to one accusadvantage
tomed to be approached by indirect
methods, by gifts and flatteriee, there
WWI a wholesome convincingness In
this novel experience, a welcome
promise of good faint At all events
be accepted freely and wholly."

+ Initiated* of Irving.
/4 •
To Irving more than any other man
is due'lbe change that has taken place
In London in recent years in the social
position of actors—a change which has
cornet within my own memory. writes
E. S Nadal. in' ScrIbner'e. When I
first went to London in 1870 teote were
no actors in society When I came back
In 1877 there were a good many of
Office with Dr. Rivers dr Efwenla• LA them to be seen about. There was
crowing up a t'ociety which was comNorth Fit*, Boils Phones 3,56.
Resides*. 1041 Uas. Una Noon. tics posed of succeeeful artists, the new
rich people, and the professional
,
Trarresive Eerrovi
classes, with a sprInkrne of such
Wife t returning from ebuitn to la a
the older society as had a fancy for
who had stayed at home).—
art and the theater. In that society' husband,
the actors had not only a good, but a You should have heard Dr. Doe's sermon this morning, my dear. I don't
distinguished place.,
know when anything has made such
a profound impression on me. I think
Queer Sunday Law.
sheepBeet,
drug
are
power.
stores
horse
Spain
permitted it will make a better woman of me as
In
to 300
to sell drugs all day on Sunday, but long as I live.
et and most economical.
Husband—Did you walk home?
to deal in perfumery on that day is
Special attention Sc sieeerie
Wife-0, no; I took a car, and, do
unlawful. Candy cannot lawfulAy be
Mg plants.
sold later than It o'clock in the fore- you know, John, the conductor nevem
noon unless no clerks or assistants are asked me for my fare, and so I save('
Wasn't I lucky1--Strr
Proprietors may keep open a nickel.
employed.
Pacentait Ky.
all day if they do the work themselves. Stories.

Dr. B. T.Mall
Gas'and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes

HARRY E. WALLACE,

A: S. DA13NEY
—DIINTIST—

The man alho *links he serve, only
himself in a bond servant of His Satanic Majesty.

The glid sat In the last seat of the
first open car of the season, looking
back at the long slate of the street
they were fast leaving behind them.
Her hands were full of impedimenta,
though that word is perhaps more correctly applied to articles nearer the
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, a
letter and several small parcels de
impede one's progress, especially 11
one be a pretty maid with a pride in
one's long, much beruflied skirts, re
bites the Chicago Record-Herald.
Her parasol—the first of the season,
too—she placed beside her. She musi
have been thinking deep thoughts, On
it was with a start that she signaled
the conductor to stop the car—a start
that showed she had almost forgotter
her destination.
She alighted hurriedly.
The CAI
started. Then a little flutter of the
burdened hands, a gasp that was al.
most audible, and an agonized eon
traction of the pretty brows told the
man who had sat beside her that she
had forgotten something besides the
destination.
He was a man who thought quickly
In an instant he had seen, seized, ant
held aloft her parasol. She noddet
vigorously, motioning him to throw t
to her. It was all done quickly, bu
the car, pitiless as time, was moving
steadily, relentlessly away from her
The space between it anu tier was con
stanity increasing.
The man hesitated. It was such s
pretty parasol. Such ruffles of chit

Thsehart
TZL.

•

•

RWRIffil Then and Now.
Times have not changed much Is a
century. In 1801 it was said that Alexander I. rode in a prooeselon through
the streets of St. Petersburg preceded
by the ittleasine of his greindflither,
followed by those of his
' r altd
Imrrounded by hle ewe.

CORRECTED MAY 30, 19°6.
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SOLTSH BOUND
Leave Cincinuati
Leave Louisville
Leave Owensboro
laave Horse Branch
Leave Central City,
Leave Nortonville
Leave Evansville
heave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsvi/le
Leave Pr'neeton
Aesive Paducah
heave Padut:ah
Assive Fulton
leorive G:bbs, Tens.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jackson
Memphis
*ve
wi
:Arrive New Qrleans

No. tor
... 8:2o a.m.
I0:01 p.m.
.
2:28• p.m.
3:30 Pm.
408 P.m12:50 p.m.

5
1°
4
4:
6
6:15
7:20
8:o6
8:13

.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m,

-i -zo p.m.
10:35 R.M.

NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans
Leave Memphis
hoarse Jackson, Tero
Leave Rives
Leave Fulton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Aerive Princeton
Arrive Hopkinsv:iIi:
Arrive Nashville
Arrive Evansville
Arrive Nortonville
Arrive Central City
.
Arrive Horse Branch
!Arrive Owensboro
Arrive Louisville
Arrive Cincinnati

No.
7:io
6:45
8:o7

moo
p.m.
a•ro•
a.m.

10:15
it :213
1 1 :25
12:39
6:15
9:25
3:43
1:26
305
3:06
*4:15
3:95
Q:15

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
P.m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
P.m.
FEL
p.m.

m.
.3
. ipo
N 00
9:4o
a
6:o
12:08
1:03

p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

m:
a:111
40 P
1:4°
4
4 p.m.
7:co
P.
9: sm
40 a:::
2:27
3
Tn
3:45 a••
4:so a.m.
5:51 a.m.
6xm a.m.
7:15 a.m.
8:20 a.m.
8:15 p.m.
No. to4
9:15 a.m.
8:50 p.m.
to:to p.m.
xi 48 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
1:43 3.M.
1:48 a.m.
3.03 a.m.
5:20 a.m.
8:to a.m.
9:45 a-In3:51 a.m.
4:30 a.m.
5:18 a.m.
Sam a.m.
7:go a.m.
z2:00 noon

No. 121
7:3o am.
903 ana.
11:05
12.30 p.m.
1;28 p.m.
P.30 amt.
5.05 a.m.
1 :20 a.m.
2:35 p.m.
4:15 P-m•
4:2o Q
6:oo p.ra.

No. 122
•

6:oo
740
7:50
co29

ie:35
11:30
12:55
*4:55

4:55

•
•
aim
a.m.
am.
a.m,
.
•
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
PAL
.
_.

ST. LOUIS DIVISION

Leave
Arrive
Arrive
'Arrive

NORTH BOUND
Paducah
Carbondale
Chicago
St. Louis

No.
22:40
4:25
6:3o
8:30

306
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.

leave
urge
agave
Arsive

SOUTH BOUND
St. Louis
Chicago
Cabondal e
Paducah

NO.
7:45
1:30
ii :40
3:35

305
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

No. 374
4:20 p.m.
8:40 p.m.
6:3o a.m.
7:20 a.m.
No. 375
p
9:40

6:2o p.m.
7:05 &M.
:00 a.m

CAIRO-NASPIVILLE LINE.
•=010

BOUND
NORT
Nashville
Htopkinsville
Princeton
Paducah
Paducah
Cairo
St. Louis
Chicago

ico-8o1
li:zo a.m.
11:20 a.m.
2:15 p.m.
4:15 p.m.
6:f5 p.m.
745 p.m.
7:2e 1.111.
6:30 a.m.

401.17fi BOUND
liereve Chicago
Leave StLeuis
Leave Cairo
/Weire Paducah
*saw Paducah
Aerie* Princeton
Atrive Nopkinsville
Arrive Noshville

1261-820
6:20 P.W.
944
,P.m.
,... 6:oo are.
745 a.m.
7:30 am.
9:op a.m.

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Lear.
Arrive
frcrr've
Arrive

136-835
.
.

6:40 a.m.

746 cm-

•

cues a.m.

.

9:30 a.m.

.

Itao a.m.

.

4:30 pm.

•

9:30 p.m.

•

136-46
9:40 a.M.
1:50 p.m.
545 P.m.
7:40 P.m3:ro p.m.
4:45 Pm.
6:to p.m.
9:26 P.m-

.
.
.
.
..........,
.
•••
..•

Trains marked (5) run daily except Sunday. All other trains ran
daily. Trains 103 and toe carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and too sleepers between Louisville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 • sleepers betweeo
Paducah and St. Louis. Train on/ connects at East Cairo with Chicago
Sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, lomat, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Vision Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lotisville, Mgr,
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Dean.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., MSS% MIL
W. H. BRILL D. P. A... St Lab. n4a

tDGAk W.- WHITTEMORE:

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
rAn
inerisruk,

WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM.
PADWAH REAL EST,*
INCIP.THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMINT.
ENNTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
FR
li.DG

Ft W. WAITTEMCIIIK.E. saeuhutsiL So,

:

4.ene+
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j E.COULSON,

BING...
...PLIIM
Steam and Hot Water Heating,
Phone 133.

20 N. Third

The istattlt.
The Editor—What have you written
about the death of that bright young
4N4ftaelit/
aleft4fe4.4Itele.-4/2~NdetletteMet elti4W.V.W4L
Jenkins?
The Irish Reporter—Something nate
sir, windin' up with these words: "Hi
leaves a brilliant future behind him.'

-chi Register, delivered, 10c per week

•
•
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LANGSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Incorporated.

Flooring,Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath

L

u 14
-s

Yellow
Pine

Gum
Poplar

Ash
Beech

1J

- -Maple
Walnut

E

Sash Doors
Blinds,
Interior
Finish

Oak
Elm

BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
GUM, BEECH AND OAK FLO3RING, END MATCHED
438 South Second
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
Both Phones 26
"Horse Show" "Barnum
et Bailey Show" "Dog
Show"
All make their show: but

IS PREPARING PADUCAH GETS
NEXT SEASON
NEW QUARTER

M'PHERSONS
DRUG STORE

(Continued front Page One.)

(Continued from Page One.)

+++++ ++++++ + ++
•
I
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POPULAR WANTS.
* *• •

+++++++

WANTED—Efficient bookkeeper.
Address postoffice box 665.
FO RSALE:—Brand new 3 room
'L" cottage not quite completed, but
will 'be in ten days. Large front and
back paarches. Jones street between
8th and lath streets. Small cash payment balance in monthly instalments
Water in ,kitchen .
McCracken Real Sstate ar Mortgage Company Inc. Phcne 765. Office
318 S 6th St. See Lillard DI Sanders,
Pres.

Music Rolls andSatchels
Get One and Protect Your Music From Damage.

Here Are Some of Our
Special Values

$2o,00o was raised by the
the new room at the Washington build home.
,while the other $10,000
Lodge
Grand
ing is being created, and that at the
by the Lexington
ted
contribu
was
fininto
put
being
McKinley school
the board of Alderby
$6,000
people,
ff 1.-.hed condition, the trustees will look
.25c
o. 1. Seal Grain Leatherette, mighty good
and $4,000 by the
city,
that
of
men
needed
teachers
around for the two
o a. Fabrikoid Roll, purse attached, good enough
soc
It
county.
Fayette
of
court
fiscal
to preside over these extra rooms.
detion
3.
Solid
No.
Patent
Roll,
prescrip
Leattrer
75c
for
worth
$1.25,
equipped
rowation,
upon investig
The best
In some of the rooms now there are was foimd
toilet
No. 4. Saddlers Leather Roll, most durable made
line of
partment—Finest
ever, that in order to make the apbeing
this
and
87
pupils;
as
many
as
and
No. 11. Leatherette Satchel, our biggest value
t
.
s—Pures
perfume
insaitieles and
ion legal, there had been
entirely too many, a few from cacti propriat
No. 20. Saddler's Leather Satchel, worth $250, for
• •St•90
freshest drugs and chemicals—Larg- room will be taken and all put in the corporated in the lien a clause that
Other Rolls and Satchels in all colors
$z.coo to Um
to
horse.
right
the
gentle
people
local
Good
the
to
est line of surgical supplies.
SALE:
FOR
Lave
new one, thereby reducing the crowdWe are showing the biggest selection and finest values
place their own orphans in the insti- See J. H. Griffith, Paducah Printing
el state of affairs.
ever
brougn to Paducah.
2t
tution.
onG Bookbining Co.
Football Tomorrow. •
acto
refused
Lodge
Grand
"The
The football team of the big,
cept the home under these restricParties desiring the best table serL
is
tomorrw
REXAL
Metropol
to
S
goes
school
FAMOU
FOR
S
AGENT
never
has
it
result
a
as
vice at parties, dinners or any social
KO- turning and plays the first game of this tions, and
REMEDIES EASTMAN
opened.
been
call Dick Logan, old phone
features
season with the school club of that
DAKS, HUYLERS CANDY.
today a moo
meeting
the
"At
2352.
have
boys
local
The
BROADWAY neighboring city.
AND
to accept the offer of
FOURTH
been practicing for some days and was made
the place, which was
for
$25,000
Pictures neatly framed and decarto
t
sufficien
trim
think they are in
,
Milward
St.tiley
Then
on time 529 Broadway.
down.
vrited
livered
ry away the honors of the day. Prof.
of
advance
an
offered
on,
Lexingt
ol
go
will
Payne and several others
also rejected.
WANTED—To buy Second hand
down with the boys to witness the $300, which was
ion.
Proposit
large sizes. T. B. Jones, 220
shoes,
New
Sport.
"Then it was that the Lexington Kentucky Ave.
Continues Ill.
Cairo, 2.4, rising.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam BullerCincinnati. 12.2, falling.
Miss Lora ,Brandon continues con lodges, through Attorney Hobbs
raise
FURNITURE bought and sold
Evansville, 13.8, rising.
fined with illness at her home where made this offer: They would
, 538 South Third street,
the
Williams
satisfy
to
of
$4.000
for
sum
the
Florence. 13.8, rising.
she has been compelled to remain
Johnsonv ilk. 17.5, rising.
several weeks. She is suffering with claim of the fiscal court. With ref- New phtone posA.
some affliction that tends to shrinken erence of the other $6,000, the board
Louisville,-5.2, falling.
UMBRELLA repairing done it
rising.
2.5,
Carmel,
the limb, and heavy weights have to of aldermen. of which Mr. Hobbs
Mt.
Residence Phone 736
South Third street on shoot no Office Phone 369.
311
donathe
be tied to her foot to prevent the was president, at the time
Nashville, 15.5, falling.
t cc.
tion was :nade, pledged themselve, •
limb from drawing up.
Pittsburg, 6.4, standing.
Alumni Association.
individually and annum-Way to
Davis Island Dam. 4.3, standing.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
The Alumni Association of this city fy any claim that the city of LexingSt. Louis, 13.0, standing.
ied urmiarried oven between
Able-bod
will this afternoon at 4 o'clock hold ton might ever make on the home,
M. Vernon, 14.3; rising.
Of 21 and 35; citizens c( United
the first meeting since last spring. and that in case any such demand ages
Paducah, 16.7, rising.
of good character an esinpeStates,
The members will gather at the audi- were ever made, they promised that
Burnside, 5.2, rising.
who can speak, read and
habits,
rate
and
,
building
school
themtorium of the high
Carthage, 11.5, rising.
they would pay the $6,000
For information apsh.
Ihrgli
write
it is desired trat everybody be in at- selves.
Officer, New Rich- .n the city—money loaned on all v aluables at the lowest uiteres0-4
ng
Recruiti
to
ply
yestertendance.
The towboat Henrietta left
"As the press of business has been mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Deafness strictly confidentiaL
The alumni wants to arrange for a so great it was practically agreed
day for the Tennessee river after ties.
to
matlet
goes
only
series of meetings and
The towboat J. M. Duffy
upon that they would hold an 'extra
ters go over from last spring, session tonight to round up some of
the Tennessee river today for ties.
of shot guns including all the high-grade makes such as 1.- C. Smiths—
The steamer Inverness with her through the warm period.
the "left overs." The election of
La Peeve, etc. We have the Remington autoplatic shot gun.
Parker.
river.
Meeting
ls'
ee
Principa
Tenness
the
tow is due•from
the officers has been deferred until
weekSuperintendent Lieb held his
Captain Charles Voight left yesterthe final session."
day on his boat for the Ohio river. ly meeting with the principals yesterRoam 209 Fraternity; Building.
day afternoon at his- office in the
He has been quite ill for sometime.
kinds of p stole, watches, diamonds, rings and the most complete line of
the
over
yestertalking
,
E
repaired
building
PALAC
ton
was
Washing
GAMBLING
The ferryboat
Office 'phone Old 331 R Residence musical instruments in the city.
each
day, and will resume her trips to Illi- work. These sessions are held
We also have a complete stock of traveling bags—prices are riot
Friday, except the last of the scholas- One of the Finest Ever, Now Being 'phone old 464.
nois.
Broadway 371.
211
Installed—Roulette Principal
The steamer Kentucky came out tic month, as on the final Friday af
INS
IIMMi
each
hours
and
study
y
g
yesterda
Game.
ternoon followin
of the Tennessee river
lays here until five o'clock tomorrow princiipal has to remain at his respec
Commissioner's Sale.
by
Cairo never does anything
afternoon before departing on her re- tive building and receive from the
e of a judgment of Mcpursuanc
In
teachers un it)R4kshim the monthly . re- halves. Its the whole thing or none. Cracken circuit court, rendered at its
turn trip.
The Reuben Dunbar went to Evans- ports, showing he attendance and The gamblers around the country'September term, tgo6, in the action of
ville yesterday and comes back tomor- condition, of affairs in .each room. know what an easy mark Cairo peo- Milton Mills, plaintiff, against W. J
Quit paying rent. Let on build the house; you pay for it as you
The principals condense these reports pre are and they are here to help sus- Smith and G. W. Waisner, I will on
row.
pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lots on the
The Henry Harley comes in today into one statement for the superin- tain the reputation the city had gained Monday, October 8th, (about the
proposed car extension on %oad to union depot and on Allen
the
plan
any
being
Can
1906,
installment
m.)
a.
years.
o'clock
four
to
or
of
three
hour
past
from Evansville and skips out im- tendent. The Thursday. before
the
streets from $so to ligso each. Buy now on
last Friday the meetini is held by One blame them?
county court day), at the court house
mediately on her raturn.
while cheap. Trig is the highest ground in the city. Property Is
so
This morning at eight o'clock the principals and superintendent,
The latest is that one of the finest door in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to
anvancing rapidly.
with
interfere
She
to
nothing
Cairo.
be
will
there
for
out
Dick Fowler skips
gambling institutions ever put up in the highest bidder, on a credit of six
for their
described prop
comes back tonight • about eleven the professors remaining
Cairo is now being placed on Corn- months. The following
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building reports today.
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y
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Kentuck
county,
pass
should
and
street
Saltillo
that
of
City
on
The
prominent blocks
Lot Uo. 2, in the division of the
PRIVATE DANCE.
L hard D. Sanders, Pres. and Mgr. P hone 765.
of the Tennessee river tonight or tothat it will be a gilded palace indeed.
, deceased,
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D.
No.
of
lands
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Heartea
St.
to
been
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route
en
morrow
All the latest parapren
hood, of Locomobeginning at "C." thence S. 4 degrees
The Buttorff gets to Nashville to- iary tb the Brother
purchased and 'is being installed and
private
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E. 32 3-7 poles to "J." a stake in cenwill
s,
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Engineer
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run
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night, leaves
a nephew of a man who once
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of road; thence N. 81 I-2 degrees
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from points outside the state int
here Sunday and lays until Monday dance
vice president of the United States is E. 8t 1-2 poles to a stake at "L." CAN REFUSE TO
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le
Green river.
Clarksvil
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Monday.
LIQUO
control
for
CARRY
night of
before departing
said will have a hand in the
thence N. 4 1-2 degrees W. 32 1-2
The temperance party is jabilan
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Telegra
The
on.
Tenn.
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of the new
poLes to • stake at 'D." thence S Si
regards the decision as of first
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Gold Fish.
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all
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ginning. Containing sixteen and oneSteamboats Important to TernDaudet wore his eyeglasses when
from.
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where the institution is to be located half (t6 1-2) screu
peewee Interests.
asleep.
C. L BRUNSON & CO. arid who is to runt it, but when it
True to Life.
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.
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call
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Like
the
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it
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Bowling Green, Ky., Oct. 4.—Judge
We see the trees appear,
us for a big lot of free advertising bearing interest at 6 per cent from Galloway 'handed down a decision toWe believe in advertising suer laud- day of sale, having force of replevin day in which he holds that no steam- And each lays up within its trunk
issue
WATER NOTICE.
A new ring every year.
able enterprises. It is a good thing bond, on which execution may
boat company or common carrier can
m.
due.
Telegra
—Woman's Home Companion.
when
Patrons of the Water Company are for the town.—Cairo
be compelled to accept a shipment of
This the 5 day of October, 1906.
conand
spirituous or vinous liquors
reminded that their water rent exLovett & Edwards, Attorney.
Trains of thought should always
Commisvey same int prohibition territory,
pired September 3o. Those who deMaster
if
even
REED,
votary
a
CECIL
A woman may be
goods are shippee on time.
same
the
if
even
sire to renew them should de so be- she hasn't a vote.
sioner.
fore it is forgotten., as all premises
not paid for on or before October
to, will be shut off.
The prompt payment of water
NA•e carry a large assortwill save vexation and cost to
rents
ment of fine wines. for
r, and unpleasant duties
consume
the
table and medical use.
and annoyance to the company.

Can "Show You

t

"BRING US YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS"

D.E.Wilson at liarbourskpartment Store

Abram L. Well 'Se Co

RIVER. NEWS

FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

B.Michael

IN
onH
ile T
lyE
LicLeEA D

Pawnbroker.

Just Received a Big Lot

DR.. HOYER

Also Bargains in ah

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME

M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE et MORTGA‘E c,O.

clock.
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PURE
MEDICAL
WINES

OUR COOKING
SHERRY
is a pure, first quality,
domestic wine, of full age
and rich flavor in half gallon bottles for $1.25.
11.1...MIX.

R. W. W VLKER CO.,
DRUGGIST'S.
Fifth and Broadway.
Both Phones 175.

Teacher---.Sam, who war de stronges man in de won'?
Sam—Jonah, sah
Teacher—Wha' makes yo' fink dat.

Dont Wait
TOO LONG

COAL

Genuine Tradewater
Real Pittsburg

GET OUR PRICES BEFOR.E YOU BUY

Sam—Kase when de whale had 'im
down he couldn't hold, 'im.
Fight Goes Between Big 'Uns.
Terre Halite, Ind., Oct. 4.—The
Marvin Hart-Mike Sehreck ten-round
contest will take place after all on the
night of October 12. The board of
public safety, after saying no permit
would be issued, will allow the battle
to take place. There will be no interference whatever.

BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES

West Kentuc4, ky Coal Co.
IIIVORPORATICD.

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio

es
1 '""""wriroirr
ROMP'""

Both Phones:--254
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